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Substitutional Ge in 3C–SiC
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The incorporation of substitutional Ge into 3C–SiC alloys is studied theoretically with an
anharmonic Keating model specifically adapted to the computation of the structural properties and
the lattice dynamics of Si12x2yGexCy alloys. Basic energy calculations show that the substitution of
Si by Ge is more probable than the substitution of C by Ge in the zinc-blende silicon carbide crystal.
If Ge replaces only Si, then the lattice parameter equals (0.4359360.00002)1(0.000337
60.000002)y, wherey stands for the Ge content. Hence, Vegard’s law is not applicable. The alloy
is characterized by a distinct phonon spectrum whose maximum peak position in cm21 is best
described by the exponential decay (24361)1(2762)exp@2y/(7.561.2)# up to the zinc-blende
GeC compound. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!01305-4#
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Silicon carbide~SiC!-based electronics are suitable f
high-power and high-frequency applications, as well as
severe environments, including high temperature and h
radiation.1,2 Silicon carbide’s ability to function under suc
extreme conditions is expected to enable significant impro
ments in a far ranging variety of applications and syste
Substitutional Ge may modify the structural, electrical, a
optical properties of SiC-based heterostructures, theref
Ge incorporation into SiC-based microelectronics and op
electronics may provide3 further device opportunities
through band-gap and strain engineering. The crystal gro
might not be simple, mainly because of the difference
lattice parameters and covalent radii between silicon ger
nium and diamond, but Ge seems to have a beneficial e
on the epitaxy of single-crystalline 3C–SiC on silicon4

There are few if any data available about substitutional G
3C–SiC to our knowledge.4 Because of the broad techno
logical importance of IV–IV materials and devices, as w
as the increasing ability to grow highly metastable alloys
is essential to develop theoretical predictions of the phys
properties of this material.

The understanding of the lattice-vibrational properties
important to explain various interesting properties of S
among them mechanical, thermal, and structural ones.
example, phonons may stabilize the polytypism via seve
contributions to the free energy.5 Here, the structural proper
ties and lattice dynamics of substitutional Ge in 3C–SiC
determined using a modified anharmonic Keating model s
cially adapted to the computation of lattice parameters
phonon spectra of Si12x2yGexCy alloys. First, the theoretica
model will be briefly described, then the structural effects
substitutional Ge in 3C–SiC and the corresponding locali
vibrational spectra will be successively detailed.

Our theoretical approach is based upon a valence fo
field model derived from Keating6 and taking into accoun
the effects of carbon anharmonicity. The interactions
tween atoms have been modeled with an interatomic po
tial similar to the one of Ru¨ckeret al.7 with the exception of
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adjusting our force coefficients to yield the correct latti
parameters and phonon modes of Si, Ge, Si12xGex , dia-
mond, and 3C–SiC at 300 K. Our model gives a localiz
vibrational mode of C in pure Ge situated at 531 cm21, in
agreement with Hoffmannet al.8 The very high precision
and reliability of these experimental data, which can be
tained by x-ray diffractometry, Raman spectrometry, and
sorption spectroscopy, justify our approach. In addition, o
set of parameters enables the computation of the LO~G!
mode from 3C–SiC, which cannot be obtained from the
rameters given by Ru¨cker et al.,7 to our knowledge. This
model is, therefore, ideally suited to a precise computation
lattice parameters and phonon spectra of tetrahedrally c
dinated Si12x2yGexCy alloys. The molecular dynamics re
laxation is calculated from a 512 atom supercell by tim
increments of 3 fs, until the total potential energy reache
stable minimum. We have computed isotropic relaxatio
where no external pressure is applied to the computatio
box, to simulate the structural properties of the alloy. In
further stage, the local phonon density around carbon is c
puted, using the recursion method detailed in Ref. 9. T
algorithm enables the computation of the local phonon d
sity around chosen atoms. The calculated spectra can
compared with absorption spectroscopy and Raman s
trometry results after application of proper selection rul
Numerous atomic configurations have been tested, in o
to simulate the substitution of Ge into the 3C–SiC crysta

The application of these theoretical tools gives an insi
into the structure of the substitutional alloy. In the case o
single substitutional Ge into the zinc-blende SiC matrix, t
atomic positions after isotropic relaxation are depicted
Fig. 1. The substitution of C by Ge induces a higher latt
distortion than the substitution of Si, which is logical b
cause Ge is close to Si in terms of atomic radius, electro
gativity, and elastic properties. The substitution of C requi
at least 38 times more energy, therefore, it is highly unpr
able. Silicon carbide is more rigid than silicon, therefore, t
distortions are confined across few atomic distances. T
strain modifies the crystal dimensions, in a manner depe
ing on the statistical atomic distribution. The lattice para
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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eter is obviously proportional to the mean size of the sup
cell after relaxation, and the results are displayed in Fig. 2
we assume that Ge replaces Si only@Fig. 2~a!#, then the
lattice parameter equals (0.4359360.00002)1(0.000337
60.000002)y, wherey stands for the Ge content. A Veg
ard’s law@Fig. 2~b!# between Ge and cubic SiC would give
lattice parameter of 0.4359610.0012994x. Even in the hy-
pothesis of a random substitution of Si or C by Ge@Fig.
2~c!#, Vegard’s law does not apply. In the case of a rand
substitution, the increase of the lattice parameter is rapid,
the corresponding increase of elastic energy is unlikely to
observed experimentally, because more stable atomic
rangements will occur instead. In any case, the modifica
of the lattice parameter induced by substitutional Ge
3C–SiC should be easily probed by x-ray diffraction.

FIG. 1. View along@100# of a substitutional Ge into 3C–SiC. Molecula
dynamics computation is used to relax the 512 atoms supercell isotropic
C, Si, and Ge are represented with spots of increasing diameter.~a! is
obtained when Ge replaces Si, while~b! corresponds to the substitution of C
by Ge. A modified Keating model which takes into account the anhar
nicity of C is used to compute the atomic interactions.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the lattice parameter after incorporation of subst
tional Ge in 3C–SiC.~a! is obtained when Ge replaces only Si in a rando
manner.~b! is computed using a linear combination of the lattice parame
of Si, Ge, and diamond, considering the relative concentrations~Vegard’s
law!. ~c! is obtained when Ge replaces Si or C randomly.
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The computation of phonon spectra give a further too
investigate this material. In Figs. 3~a!–3~f!, the localized vi-
brational spectra around Ge are computed for increasing
content. The substitutional incorporation of Ge in 3C–SiC
characterized by a distinct phonon spectrum whose m
mum peak position in cm21 is best described by the expo
nential decay (24361)1(2762)exp@2y/(7.561.2)# up to
the zinc-blende GeC compound. Because of the strong l
elastic heterogeneity, the calculated spectrum is usually c
plex, and the clear maximum obtained in curve~e! of Fig. 3
is marked by an arrow. In the real crystal, a smoothing of
spectrum should naturally occur because of the very h
number of atoms involved. Hence, our fit assumes an a
tional Gaussian smoothing. Physically, these spectra co
be considered as a result of complex multiphonon proce
involving the nearest neighbors of Ge. The Ge–C bond
stabilized in the zinc-blende GeC compound, therefore, i
reasonable that the fitted phonon energy decreases whe
Ge concentration increases. According to the lattice dyna
ics calculations, this peak should be Raman active. Hen
proper substitutional Ge incorporation into 3C–SiC could
assessed by Raman spectrometry.

In summary, we have performed molecular dynam
simulations using a valence force-field model to simulate
incorporation of Ge into substitutional sites of 3C–SiC. T
silicon site is energetically favored over its C counterpart
the Ge substitution, and the lattice parameter is expecte
deviate from Vegard’s law. If Ge replaces only Si, then t
calculated lattice parameter equals (0.4359360.00002)
1(0.00033760.000002)y, wherey stands for the Ge con
tent. The alloy is characterized by a distinct phonon sp
trum whose maximum peak position in cm21 is best de-
scribed by the exponential decay (24361)1(2762)
3exp@2y/(7.561.2)# up to the zinc-blende GeC compoun
This mode should be Raman active. Ge-doped silicon c
bide, which can be probed by x-ray diffraction and Ram
spectrometry, might play an important role in future IV–I
microelectronics and optoelectronics.

The authors gratefully acknowledge support from AR
under Grant No. DAAH04-95-1-0625, and DARPA Contra
No. F49620-96-C-0006.
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FIG. 3. Localized phonon spectra around Ge calculated by the recur
method. Ge is assumed to replace only Si in the zinc-blende 3C–SiC cry
Curves~a!–~f! are calculated for increasing substitutional Ge concentrati
~respectively, 0.2%, 4.9%, 9.4%, 14.8%, 18.4%, and 50%!.
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